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By Alan Mischler, CEO

When more than one principal or owner is involved, new businesses
need an equity agreement. Does your new or existing business now
have or contemplate partnerships going forward? Perhaps you have
or plan to hire key employees who would respond positively to
owning a chunk of the company, becoming a shareholder.
If either of these situations sounds like you, a Stockholder or
Shareholder Agreement (SA) is the obvious solution. But an SA is
only as good as the enforceable provisions it includes. Based on my years of helping business
owners prepare their companies for successful sale and as a CEO and CFO of tremendously
successful companies, here’s my thinking and my top provisions to include in your company’s SA.
Interestingly, a question I consistently hear from entrepreneurs who are considering starting a
business (or who have already started one) is “Why do I need to be concerned about selling when
I am just starting out?” In most
cases, this is actually an equity
or ownership question because
the ownership provisions you
make early will have a profound
impact on the ability to sell the
company years later.
A well-structured SA is a legal
and binding ownership
agreement. It protects
everyone who holds equity in
the company and makes clear
what happens if a stockholder wishes to exit or the company is sold. An SA is one of several key
legal documents you use to create your business. You don’t want to get this one wrong.
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Let’s consider an example. A business owner holds a majority of the company’s shares and
several others hold the balance. The owner wishes to sell, but discovers that provisions of the SA
require unanimous approval to do so from the other stockholders, no matter how minor their
shares.
Human nature teaches that when partners start a business, all is rosy and full of optimism. Years
later, differences may develop. In this particular example, a minority stockholder might not want
to sell. Had the majority stockholders addressed this potential scenario in the SA at the outset,
their interests could not be held hostage by the minor shareholder.
Obviously, an enforceable provision in the SA would have avoided the problem. How do you get
there in advance? Expert help is the answer. A strong and equitable SA is not achieved using a
downloaded form (there are plenty of sites that offer free forms; peruse them for insight, but get
expert help for actual preparation). If your firm has shareholders without an SA, EGS can help
now. And, EGS can review an existing shareholder agreement with an experienced eye and brain,
suggesting modifications that will best serve future interests, which we explore next.

Seven Key Provisions
From our experience, here are seven areas that should always be addressed but are often missed
in stockholder agreements. Ensuring that you have these covered might prevent difficult
situations down the road, circumstances that could prevent you from doing what you want for
business expansion or your end game. Whether you consult with EGS or another firm on this, be
sure to put these seven under the nose of legal counsel:
1. Eligibility Statement
 Who is eligible to be a stockholder? Typically, closely-held businesses wish to
remain that way and may stipulate that only founders, select employees,
directors and/or ESOP holders are eligible. Specificity is the key here and you
should consider all potential scenarios.
 The eligibility statement may expressly prohibit spouses, estates or other family
members from selling stock, in order to avoid buyout provisions, or
 The statement should explicate transferability and inheritance of stock held by
the eligible, and whether or not voting rights transfer.
 It should include a “bad leavers” provision to deal with unexpected and possibly
hostile early exits, particularly in a startup company where stock was used as a
substitute for salary, e.g., sweat equity compensation. This problem is usually
solved with a vesting schedule that discourages early exits.
 It should also include a “good leavers” provision requiring surrender of stock via
market-value buy-back.
2. Stock Price
 How the price or value of shares is determined when a purchase is required (as in
1e. above) or through another triggered event.
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Typically requires the stipulation of an “Agreement Price” as determined by an
independent party such as a Qualified Appraiser (appraiser qualifications should
be defined as well).
Most importantly, a strong SA addresses who appoints and approves the Qualified
Appraiser, and what occurs when there’s a dispute over the resulting Agreement
Price.

3. Non-compete provisions
 Prohibits a stockholder from competing with the business and restricts
participation in any competing business as an employee, investor, stockholder,
partner, owner, officer or independent contractor.
 May require non-competition for a period beyond the holding of stock (e.g. 12
months, two years). Since this varies by state, get the advice of legal counsel to
ensure enforceability.
 Definition of actions to be taken upon discovery of a stockholder actually
competing.
 Restrictions on stock transfers to undesirable parties
4. Restrictions on the buying and selling of shares – first rights of refusal
 Does the business have a first right to purchase shares offered for sale or offered
to be bought by another (subject to restrictions of ownership identified above)?
 Do existing shareholders have a first or second right (if the business is first) to
purchase shares offered for sale; or a first or second right to sell shares offered to
be bought by another (subject to restrictions of ownership identified above)?
 If both i and ii above, whose right has precedence?
 Clarity is the key. Often, an SA may include conflicting language, resulting in
confusion over precedence. Expertise in preparation is the answer.
5. Actions to occur upon termination, disability or death of shareholder or surrender of
shares by shareholder.
 What happens to the stock of majority and minority stockholders upon
termination, disability or death?
 Does the SA rule out or in provisions included in wills and trusts of the deceased?
A disgruntled shareholder might bequeath their stock to a competitor or
company detractor.
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6. Voting rights and definitions
 What specific actions require a majority vote? For example, appointing and
removing directors; changing specific HR practices; hiring and firing executives
 What actions require a unanimous or plurality vote?
o Amendments to articles of incorporation or bylaws.
o Incurring of financing or lending institution debt.
7. Drag-Along and Tag Along Rights
 Drag-Along provisions can legally enable a majority owner who wishes to sell the
business to a third party to force all shareholders to sell under the same terms.
Without Drag-Along provisions, a minority stockholder can prevent the sale of the
company.
 Tag-Along provisions legally require that a stockholder selling shares must include
other stockholders in the sale under the same terms.
If you’ve read this far, you’ve acquired sensitivity to the topic of stockholder agreements. And
you sense there’s more to it than these seven provisions. You are correct. Depending on your
business structure, there could be a great deal more. That’s why EGS promotes transparency
when we consult. We will be the first to recommend specific provisions and to refer you to
proper counsel to get the documents done right the first time. Contact us now.
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